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How to create and delete groups 

Groups in XXX can include up to 256 participants.


Create a group

1. Open Chats tab in XXX


2.   Tap New Chat   > New Group


• Or, tap New Group in an existing chat.


3. Select or search for contacts to add to the group > tap Next.


4. Type group subject. The subject is the group name that all participants will see.


• Subject lines can be up to 25 characters.


• To add a group icon, tap the Camera icon. Next, tap Choose Photo, Take Photo, or 
Search Web to add an image. You will see the icon next to the group in the Chats tab.


5. When you’re done, tap Create.


Delete a group

If you’re the group admin, you can delete a group for all participants. First, you must remove all 
group participants, then exit the group, and finally delete the group.


Once a group is deleted, the group will no longer show in your chats list, and the chat history 
will be erased from your phone. The group will still show in the chats list for other participants. 
However, participants will no longer be able to send messages.


Remove group participants

1.  Open group chat in XXX > tap the group subject.


2.  Tap the participant’s name you wish to remove > Remove from Group > Remove.




Exit a group

After all participants have been removed, you will exit the group.


1. Open group chat in XXX > tap group subject.


• Or, swipe left on the group in the Chats tab > tap More.


2.  Tap Exit Group > Exit Group.


Delete a group

After exiting a group, you can choose to delete the group. 


1. Open group chat in XXX > tap group subject.


• Or, swipe left on the group in the Chats tab > tap More.


2.   Tap Delete Group > Delete Group.
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